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QEMIP 1 - Motor Vehicle Inspection Procedure 
 
Introduction 
VIS Area AEs are at times within the scope of the service provided required to undertake examinations and 

this inspection is considered to be as follows: 
 A person with such appropriate experience, practical and theoretical knowledge of the vehicle or 

equipment to be examined, as will enable them to detect defects or weaknesses, and to assess 
their importance in relation to the safety and continued use of it. 

 The competent person must be sufficiently independent and impartial to allow objective decisions 
to be made with regard to any defects found during an examination. 

 VIS AEs carrying out this type of inspection are considered and deemed to meet this competent 
person requirement after undergoing internal/external training in this specific area of inspection 
which is recorded in training records. 

 Only VIS AEs who have undertaken such training may carry out this type of inspection. 
 
This inspection procedure has been developed as a guide to the standard way in which an FTA inspection 
is to be carried out. 
 
All new AEs are trained to this procedure and the procedure will be used as a reference point when assessing 
the effectiveness of an existing AEs method of working.   
 
Whilst the procedure is based on the inspection of an 18 tonne two axle rigid vehicle parked on hard standing, 
the basic process should be followed when inspecting any vehicle. An alternative procedure is provided at 
the end of this section should vehicle lifts be used for inspection. 
 
It is accepted that the procedure may need some variation to accommodate the inspection facilities at the 
location and other vehicle types or body configurations.  For example, in operational inspection and jacking, 
the procedure calls for the discharging and charging of brake air reservoirs.  Acknowledgement is given that 
if the vehicle is inside a workshop or warehouse, running the engine at this point in the inspection for sufficient 
time to charge an empty reservoir may not be advisable and an alternative is therefore suggested. 
 
Providing all areas of the inspection are completed, the sections of the procedure may be reordered to work 
around operational conditions and circumstances.  If conditions exist which prevent a full inspection being 
carried out, the reason for and extent of the restriction must always be shown on the inspection report.  This 
will include vehicle cleanliness if the underside condition makes inspection difficult.  Inspections and reports 
carried out for Operator Licence purposes must be full inspections in line with the guide to maintaining 
roadworthiness and must include all the items included in the relevant annual test.  Where it has not been 
possible to complete a full inspection, for example poor site conditions preventing safe vehicle jacking, it must 

 Ops Managers by submitting a QMF 1 contract report form. 
 
When carrying out the inspection of the brake system reference should be made to QEMIP 2.  Guidance on 
the scope of bodywork and ancillary equipment checks is contained in QEMIP 7 and QEMIP 9. 
 
Any easily removable inspection panels should be removed to facilitate inspection of the engine and any other 
components. However, this should not involve a disproportionate amount of time; nevertheless every effort 
should be made to examine all areas of the vehicle. 
 
A satisfactory system of note taking should be used to record defects during the inspection from which the 
inspection report can be compiled.  The system should be such that the inspection routine is not unnecessarily 
interrupted by note taking, defects should be numbered and provide an easy reference to serious defects in 
order that a preliminary verbal report can be made. 
 
As a basic guide to vehicle safety standards, AEs are required to keep themselves fully aware of the testing 
standards detailed within the appropriate DVSA Inspection Manual. 
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Whilst a number of safety aspects are dealt with in the procedure, AEs must at all times adhere to the advice 
and instructions given in QEM 4, VIS health and safety. 
 
 
The Vehicle 
Preparation for Inspection: 

 Before any attempt is made to start the engine, check the engine oil and water levels to ensure that 
no damage will be caused when running the engine 

 Ensure that the vehicle is positioned in a safe and suitable area for inspection 
 Securely chock the vehicle by use of four wheel chocks 
 Under no circumstances should the hand brake be released until the vehicle is securely chocked 
 ering wheel cover or board in a position on the vehicle in which it is 

clearly visible from the driving seat 
 Assemble equipment relevant to the inspection to ensure continuity of inspection routine 

 
As a minimum requirement, four chocks must be used on the axle wheels remaining on the ground.  When 
jacking, at least one chocked wheel, or pair of wheels must be left safely on the ground at all times. 
 
The wheel chocks should not be deployed on lifting axles or axles bearing minimum load due to the axle 
configuration. 
 
If the large wooden ramps are to be used to improve underside clearance around a specific axle area, before 
doing so the AE must carry out a risk assessment and refer to (risk assessment) RAS 014 Wooden Truck 
Ramps within the method statement section of file manager to ensure that they fully understand the 
associated risks and that their safety and the safety of others is not compromised. 
 
When positioning the vehicle on the ramps: 

 Extreme care must be taken and it is advisable to engage the lowest forward gear and diff lock (if 
fitted) 

 Careful consideration needs to be given to the positioning of wheel chocks to retain one chocked 
wheel or pair of wheels safely on the ground at all times 

 The cut out in the wooden ramps must not under any circumstances be used as, or in place of, 
wheel chocks 

 
 
Vehicle Identification and Legal Markings 
Vehicle identification and legal marking details should be recorded as required by the heading of the report 
form used for the particular inspection to be undertaken.  Tyre tread depths (if required) may be measured at 
this time. (Ensure these are confirmed during the jacking procedures) 
 

Licence relates to the vehicle. 
 
If an end of lease or maintenance inspection is being undertaken, it is acceptable to conduct an extra circuit 
of the vehicle, in an anti-clockwise direction, to record body damage prior to commencing the standard 
inspection routine.  Further checks on body damage will be covered in the standard routine. 
 
 
In Cab Inspection 
Check the relevant tachograph calibration and if applicable the two year test plaque.  With a digital 
tachograph, obtain a printout and check the details correspond with the vehicle and plaque. 
 
Check that a no smoking sign, a cab height marker and a speed limiter plaque are displayed where required. 
 
From the driving seat check all the cab interior fittings, driving controls, instruments etc. 
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The air/vacuum in each braking system should be reduced by application of the appropriate brake control in 
order to check pressure drop per application, warning device operation and if possible reservoir isolation. 
 
The engine should be run to check pressure/vacuum build-up times and cut-out pressures.  Advantage should 
be taken of this engine run up to check; exhaust smoke emission, power steering operation, instrument 
function, free engine performance, clutch/gear selection and operation. 
 
Many inspections will be carried out inside workshops and warehouses or in other circumstances which due 
to the harmful effects of exhaust gases, prevent the engine from being operated for any length of time.  In 
this instance air pressure build up and reservoir isolation should be checked at the completion of the 
inspection outside the premises, prior to road/brake testing. 
 
It should be remembered, however, that full working pressure/vacuum will be required in all braking systems 
when carrying out the underside inspection. 
 
Where access to the engine can be readily gained from inside the cab, the engine top side inspection should 
be carried out as part of the in cab inspection. 
 
 

Ground Level Inspection 
The ground level inspection should comprise of a circuit of the vehicle in an anti-clockwise direction, during 
which a detailed inspection should be carried out of all visible components and equipment from ground level 
to the top of the vehicle. 
 
Starting at the offside front door, any in-
be inspected. 
 
The sequence should then continue from the offside front door to the front of the vehicle, across the front to 
the nearside front door, down the nearside of the vehicle, across the rear and along the offside back to the 
offside front door. 
 
During this sequence any easily removable inspection panels should be removed to facilitate inspection, this 
should include any front opening cab panels and battery covers.  Extra vigilance is required when working 
near the batteries and eye protection may be necessary. 
 
Check the headlamps, they should be secure, free of condensation, the lens clean and the internal reflector 
secure in good condition. 
 
The nearside of the cab interior should be examined from the nearside door position when this is reached. 
 
Wheels, wheel fixings, tyre markings etc., should be examined as they appear in sequence. 
 
Access into or onto the body should be gained wherever steps or doors are sited, checks of the body interior 
can be completed along with functionality of any dropside panels, body access steps and doors. 
 
After the completed circuit of the vehicle and if the cab can be readily tilted, the securing mechanism should 
be released (Ensure there are no loose items in the cab before tilting).  The cab must be fully tilted until it 
travels past its centre of gravity and only then can the under cab area be inspected.  At no time should the 
cab be partially tilted.  Any cab tilt warning devices should be checked at this point. 
 
It is acceptable to leave the cab tilted whilst the underside inspection is completed to improve access to this 
area, however, the cab must be lowered before any jacking of the vehicle commences.  When this routine is 
completed the cab should be lowered and correctly secured before the inspection continues. 
 
 
Under Vehicle Static Inspection 
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It is intended that the initial under vehicle inspection should be a static check and that all operational checks 
should, where necessary, be carried out with the help of an assistant. 
 
Before commencing the under vehicle inspection ensure: 

 That the vehicle is still securely chocked 
 That the air/vacuum reservoirs are fully charged 
 That the parking brake is released 
 The gear lever is in neutral position 

Starting at the front offside inspect all underside components forward of the front axle working across to the 
nearside. 
 
Continue from behind the nearside front wheel to inspect all components between the front and rear axles 
working in a logical pattern from side to side dividing the areas into imaginary box sections. 
 
Continue from behind the rear axle in the same pattern to the rear of the vehicle. 
 
Bearing in mind the type of vehicle and inspection circumstances, AEs should determine the most favourable 
point in the inspection procedure for checking the chassis side components, i.e. spring shackles, body 
brackets etc. These may be inspected either during the ground level or under vehicle inspection.  With certain 
types of suspension system it may be necessary to remove the load from suspension components to assess 
wear.  This should be done using jacks and suitable blocks under the chassis. 
 
 
Operational Checks and Jacking 
For the next section suitable assistance may be required. 
 
With the assistant in the cab, commence the operational inspection at the rear of the vehicle.  Continue 
forward, jacking each axle wheel in sequence, finishing at the front of the vehicle.  Repositioning, re- checking 
placement of chocks and ramps as necessary ensuring that at least one chocked wheel or pair of wheels 
remain on the ground at all times.  When jacking the front or rear axle the AE must decide the best method 
to apply. 
 
Extreme care should be taken with axles fitted with air suspension due to the movement of the vehicle/trailer 
and the transfer of air in the air bag/s as the suspension is raised or lowered.  On some vehicles it will be 

is in progress, if unsure seek advice from your LM. 
 
Axles may be jacked on or off the wooden ramps. If the axle on the ramps is to be jacked, due to the height 
this must be done with extreme caution firstly checking chock position to ensure chocks are still firmly placed 
in position. Jack ram extension must be kept to a minimum and jacking blocks should be used as appropriate 
to ensure the ram and screw height is kept as low as feasibly possible. If the vehicle is moved off the ramps, 
it must be suitably chocked before jacking commences. 
 
Use of the jacking blocks improves the stability of the jack which is particularly important on uneven surfaces.  
The method and application of jacking must be carried out in a safe and methodical order that does not 
impose any health or safety risk to the AE or others. 
 
If required, the jacking sequence may be changed to suit inspection facilities or vehicle type but safety must 
not be compromised and the wheel chocking procedures must be strictly adhered to.  Extreme care must be 
taken with multi axle vehicles. 
 
During this section of the operational inspection, items checked should include: 
 

 All lamps (which can be carried out in a single circuit of the vehicle) 
 If applicable, light trailer electrical connection outputs (instructional video available in file manager) 
 All brake systems and components including the examination of brake hoses/pipes under pressure 
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 Brake linkages 
 Steering components, including lock to lock checks 
 Clutch, gear change and accelerator linkage 

 
When the wheels are raised check: 

 Meticulously the condition of the tyres including confirmation of the tread depth around the entire 
circumference 

 The condition of hub bearings, king pins and bushes etc 
 The service and park brake operation 

 
The headlamp aim can be checked following the DVSA guide (available in file manager) by either positioning 
the veh
dipped beam check: 

 Do both headlamps aim at the same height? 
 Does the in-cab adjusting device work (if fitted)? 
 Do both headlamps dip to the left? 

 
On complet
the removal of any safety systems that are in place, emphasis must be placed upon the following: 

 The parking brake must be correctly applied 
 The engine must not be running  

 
Only when the above has been confirmed can all inspection safety equipment be removed from the vehicle 
and stowed away safely. The vehicle can then be removed from the wooden vehicle ramps, if used and a 
road/brake test undertaken if required.  
 
Brake and Road Testing 
Brake and road tests are a vital part of a vehicle inspection and should always be carried out unless there is 
a good valid reason not to do so.  For Operator Licence inspections only a brake test carried out using 
calibrated rollers or decelerometer can be considered sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the guide to 
maintaining roadworthiness.  Where this cannot be carried out the following comment should be added to the 
report: 

 A roller/decelerometer brake test has guide to maintaining 
roadworthiness recommends at least three brake tests are carried out per annum in addition to the 
annual test. 

 
Where possible the brake performance should be assessed by other methods, for example roadtest, site test 
or static test. 
 
Safety considerations must prevail so a suitable route must therefore be chosen with little or no other traffic.  
Ensure that the vehicle and, if appropriate its load, equipment/crane/grabs, are safely secured with all relevant 
locking devices deployed and/or appropriate restraining mechanisms in place and no physical hazard is 
present in relation to these tests.  For further guidance please see Road/Brake Testing in QEM 4, VIS health 
and safety. 
 
Air pressure checks must be carried out before commencing the road test.  Cab security checks must also 
be performed and where required additional assistance may be necessary to ensure manually operated cab 
tilting systems are locked in the down position. 

 Should you have any doubt on the security of the cab locking mechanism, the vehicle should not be 
road tested 

 If there is any doubt regarding the security of the load, guidance must be sort from a person of 
authority at the depot 

 
For the purposes of road testing a suitable route should be selected which would permit the use of the vehicle 
in all forward gears, thereby allowing an assessment to be made of: 

 Engine and transmission performance 
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 Exhaust brakes and retarders (if fitted) 
 Handling characteristics 
 Smoke emissions 
 The operation of all driving controls and instruments under normal driving conditions 

 
Brake test meters must be suitably sited in the cab so as not to interfere with the AEs control of the vehicle.  
Do not set the meter whilst the vehicle is in motion. 
 
Extreme caution must be used in selecting an area and performing a brake test with a decelerometer: 

 Set the decelerometer on the vehicle in accordance with the instrum  
 At a speed of approximately 20mph, apply the appropriate brake quickly but not violently 
 Note the reading on the decelerometer and whether the vehicle deviates from a straight line 

 
Where brake testing is carried out but due to operational circumstances no efficiencies were recorded: 

 The scope of the test should be recorded i.e. site test, static test etc. 
 

 
Whilst circumstances may not at all times permit full road and brake testing, it must be emphasised that 
conditions which prevent full brake testing do not necessarily prevent road testing.  Full consideration must 
therefore be given to all possibilities of driving the vehicle.  Should a full road and brake test not be 
completed, the reasons and extent of any restrictions must be stated on the report.
 
If any doubt exists about smoke emission, a further check should be made after returning from the road test.  
At this point a check should be made for any engine breathing and/or fluid leaks, also oil and water 
temperature gauges should be examined for correct operation. 
 
 
Action Following Inspection 
Ensure that the vehicle is securely parked in a safe position. 
 
Inform the depot contact that the inspection has been completed and report verbally all defects of a serious 
nature immediately on completion of the inspection. 
 
Inspection reports must be correctly completed and checked, documenting any restrictions encountered 
during the inspection procedure in the comments section.  Where the inspection report contains a closing 
statement declaring that the vehicle has been inspected and all relevant items checked to HGV/PSV 

the Engineer should only sign the inspection report when a full inspection 
has been completed, otherwise leave blank.  Reports not containing this statement such as light vehicles can 
be signed on completion. 
 
Every effort must be made to discuss the contents of the report with the depot contact before leaving the site.  
If the depot contact is not available and serious defects are present on the vehicle inspected it is of most 
importance that, unless the special instructions dictate otherwise, you discuss this with someone in authority 
on site or that you notify the security staff at the gatehouse of your concerns as you leave.  If reporting action 
is not clear on the special instructions you should contact the LM or in their absence an LM or General 
Manager VIS Operations. 
 
Where a vehicle is inspected regularly, for example O licence purposes, FTA has a duty of care to highlight 
any repeated safety related defects reported capable of attracting an immediate or delayed prohibition and 
persist on subsequent inspections.   
 
Actions and procedures If repeat prohibition type defects are found on VIS 
inspections 
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Any prohibition type defects on vehicles/trailers which were present on the last inspection carried out by FTA, 
and have not been rectified the area engineer should enter a comment on the report in order to bring it to the 
attention of the member, and it should be discussed with the depot contact on report hand over.  
 
The Area Engineer is required to raise a QMF1 form identifying the defect, vehicle ID and entity number and 
email to Ops Managers, Contract Manager and VIS Admin.  
 
The Contract Manager should raise this further with the member on receipt of the QMF1. 

 
If the Area Engineer finds the same defect is present on a subsequent inspection (ie, the third time of 
reporting) without rectification, then they should again enter a comment on the report in order to bring it to the 
attention of the member, and it should be discussed with the depot contact on report hand over.  
 
Engineers must submit a second QMF1 in follow up with the same relevant details included to Ops Manager, 
Contract Manager and VIS Admin.  
 
This should trigger the Contract Manager to follow up with the issue of a letter of concern (QMF1a), sent to 

Ops Manager & Area Engineer. 
 
This process to be repeated upon any subsequent inspection where the defect remains unrectified. 
 
Before leaving the site AEs should ensure that they have collected all items of equipment. 

 
Alternative inspection procedure when vehicle column lifts are being used instead 
of an inspection pit or hard standing 
Ensure the area in which the column lifts are to be used is clean, tidy, dry and level. 
 
Drive the vehicle into the bay where it is to be raised, apply the parking brake, switch off the engine and where 
possible isolate the vehicle electrical systems. 
 
Ensure there is adequate space above and around the vehicle to allow it to be raised to the required working 
height safely and without fouling any obstructions. 
 

board in a prominent position on the vehicle where it can be 
 

  
Starting at the wheel closest to the cab entrance, check the security and condition of all the components 
including the wheel nuts, tyre, wheel, wheel arch etc, before positioning the column lift under the tyre. 
 
After positioning a column lift under the first wheel, carry-out the same procedure at each wheel on the 
nearside and offside of the vehicle and positioning the lifts under the tyres. 
  
Record the vehicle details as required. 
 
Complete the inspection of the drivers cab and if inspecting a PCV the interior of the vehicle, proceeding 
through the lower saloon and if applicable, the upper saloon.  All accessible lockers and destination blind 
housings should be opened during this part of the inspection. 
Undertake an inspection of the exterior of the vehicle at ground level. 
 
Before switching on the lifts, check the condition of the wiring and connections ensuring they are wired in the 
correct sequence.  If you are unsure of how to connect or operate the lifts, ask the site personnel to 
demonstrate their operation or operate them according to your instructions.   
Release the parking brake, check there is sufficient clearance between the wheel lifting assemblies and body 
etc., carefully raise the vehicle and after the initial lift check that all the lifts are rising together. 
 
Take the vehicle to the required height and isolate the lifts from the electrical supply.  The lifts should be 
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isolated from the electrical supply after each lifting or lowering operation has been completed. 
  
Carry-out the underside inspection. 
  
Check the axle stands to be used are in a good condition and are of an appropriate safe working load.  Position 
the stands in satisfactory positions under the vehicle in order to support the vehicle and enable the tyres 
tread, wheel bearings, kingpins/bushes, swivel joints and operational checks to be completed. 
 
Ensure a suitable set of steps, in good condition, are used to allow the assistant safe access to the cab for 
the operational checks of the brakes and steering. 
 
Leave the axle stands in place under the front axle whilst the lifts are raised sufficiently to support the front 
wheels to enable the steering components to be checked for any wear, undue movement or free play.  Caution 
should be exercised to ensure steering movements are not sufficiently disproportionate to make the vehicle 
unstable. 
 
When the underside inspection is complete, check for any obstructions under the vehicle, remove the axle 
stands, turn the power on and lower the vehicle while ensuring all the lifts are lowering together and that no 
person or object has entered the area under the vehicle. 
 
Once the vehicle is fully lowered, isolate the lifts again, apply the parking brake and complete the operational 
check of the lights.  If the vehicle is a passenger carrying vehicle, the operation of any power operated doors, 
ramps and sensitive edges should be checked at this time. 
 
On completion of the inspection, remove the lifts from under the vehicle and finally remove the steering wheel 
or do not move board. 

 
 
  


